2016 Conference

October 24–27
Westin O’Hare Rosemont, Illinois

Join PMI’s annual gathering of plumbing professionals, advocates and allies as we take an in-depth look at industry issues, challenges and opportunities. We’ll continue our mission to work proactively with key influencers to help shape our future.

Highlighting the conference:

Hear what’s ahead from the perspective of **seven key plumbing manufacturing industry leaders**. This Executive Discussion Panel will be moderated by demographer, futurist and author, **Ken Gronbach**.

Join the Discussions Throughout the Conference!

- **The Future of Green Chemistry.**
- **What’s ahead for sustainability initiatives?**
- **Brexit: The impact of the U.K.’s departure from the European Union.**
- **Update on the urgent need to restore the underground water infrastructure in the United States.**

Don’t miss this must-attend annual event!

Registration now open!
Visit SafePlumbing.org for more information